Arthur Pope has maintained that Baba Shah was a painter as well as a calligrapher, and has referred to a fine specimen of his work, an illustrated manuscript of Jami's Silsilat al-Zahab, dated to 977/1569-70, and running ink."24 In short, seeing these lines inspired Baba Shah with the desire to achieve perfection in the art of writing, so he apprenticed himself to masters of the profession. Now in writing this treatise he wished to communicate the fruit of his experience and practice, so that the beginner should be made happy and pray for the welfare of the author. The book comprises six parts: first, on avoiding blameworthy qualities; second, on the parts of script; third, on the excellence and duties of copying; fourth, on cutting the pen; fifth, on the manner of composition; and sixth, on the preparation of paper. Although the technical and stylistic parts of Addb almashq are certainly valuable, we wish to concentrate here on Baba Shah's expression of the spiritual aspects of calligraphy. His concern for the symbolic aspect of the penman's art is evident from the opening invocation. Here the faculty of reading and writing is God's gift to humanity through Adam. The ability to comprehend the divine message is not merely intellectual, however, but involves the heart as well. The merest reflection of God's writing on Adam's heart has inspired the world's greatest lovers: Because blameable qualities in the soul are the sign of imbalance, God forbid that work proceed from an imbalanced soul, for there will be no balance in it.
[Verse:] The same thing that is in the jug pours out of it. So the scribe should completely shun the blameable qualities and acquire the praiseworthy qualities, so that the luminous effects of these blessed qualities appear on the beauty's cheek of his writing, and it becomes sought after by the connoisseurs' temperament.27 Baba Shah's stress on the ethical requirements of his art is undoubtedly an example of Sufi practice at work.
In "Principles" is a characteristic which is gained from the balance in composition of the previously mentioned nine parts. All writing that contains even a little of this quality is precious, and easily will be held dearer than jewels. When this quality becomes conspicuous in writing, it is appropriate if it is loved more than life itself. It is no secret that the [first] nine parts of script are in the position of the body, and "principles" are in the position of the soul.
[Verse:] By God, you will not know the flavor of this wine until you taste it! The eleventh part, "purity (safda)," is primarily a quality of the heart that is the inner source of beauty.
"Purity" is that condition which makes the temperament happy and refreshed, and makes the eye luminous. One cannot attain it without cleansing the heart. As the Mawlana [Sultan CAll] said, [Verse:] Purity of writing is from purity of heart. Through this quality there is complete possession of [the art of] writing. Just so the human face, no matter how proportionate, is not attractive if it lacks purity. It is no secret that if principles and purity are joined with "authority (sha'n)," some call it "taste (maza)," and some also call it "effect (asar)." 28 Adab al-mashq, 264-65. 29 Adab al-mashq, 260-62. "Authority (sha'n)," the last of the twelve parts of script, is the step that makes calligraphy into a part of mysticism, and this vocabulary is actually part of the Sufi terminology for the specification of divine manifestations into form.30 The very act of writing, at this stage, is contemplation of the divine beauty.
"Authority" is that condition in which the scribe becomes enraptured from its display when it is found in writing, and he has done with egotism. When the scribe's pen possesses "authority," heedless of the pleasures of the world, he turns his heart toward practice (mashq), and the luminous sparks of the real beloved's beauty appear in his vision.
[Verse:] Everywhere the sparks of the beloved's face are found. And it is fitting, when such a scribe sets his hand to a white page and writes a letter on it in his practice, that he reddens that paper with bloody tears from the extremity of his love for that letter. This characteristic, with the aid of the praiseworthy attributes, becomes the face (Cari/) of the human soul (nafs), and by the power of the pen its form is drawn on the paper page. Not everyone can comprehend this quality in writing, although he may be looking at it. Likewise, even if everyone saw Layla, Majnun saw something that others did not see.31
At this point, the calligrapher goes beyond his art to a perception of the invisible inner nature that is only partially revealed in script. Only those endowed with "eyes to see" have the ability to see this inner beauty.
The third section contains Baba Shah's original analysis of the three levels of competence in calligraphic practice (mashq), corresponding to the progress from discipleship to mastery. In the first stage of "visual practice (mashq-i nazari)," the apprentice studies the master's writing and benefits from learning its spiritual characteristics. This also has the effect of eliminating bad habits in weak scribes. "The beginner should be told to do this practice for a while, so that his nature becomes attached to spiritual pleasures. After that, he is told to do pen practice, but even during the days of pen practice he should do this prac- tice." The second stage of apprenticeship is pen practice (mashq-i qalami) "which is copying (naql) from the master's writing." Here the student begins by copying large specimens of isolated letters in the master's hand, so that he understands the form of every letter in the style in which it was written. Even if the copying is not easy, the student will derive considerable educational benefit from studying the large letters. After that, short compositions (less than one hundred lines) may be given to the student. Before doing anything else, the apprentice must contemplate the seventeen acquired and unacquired parts of script in the master's model, seeking help in concentration (himmat) from the departed spirits of the masters of calligraphy. It goes without saying that the proper techniques of trimming the pen, making ink, and preparing paper will be followed. In pen practice it is of utmost importance that the student pay no attention to writing that is in conflict with the model to be copied, since that would be very harmful. Nor should he do any other exercise until his writing is thoroughly in the traditional style; to reach this point, no less than a full year is necessary. When the apprentice's pen practice has been accomplished to this degree, it is possible to attempt the third stage of "imaginative practice (mashq-i khayall)" for a day or two at a time, after preparing by doing several days of pen practice. "Imaginative practice" is not based on copying, but means that the calligrapher uses his purified imagination as the stage on which the forms of beauty appear. Ordinary thinking, which is necessary for pen practice, becomes an obstacle to the spontaneous power of conception of the calligraphic imagination.
"Imaginative practice" is when the scribe writes not according to a model but with reference to the power of his own nature, and he writes every composition that appears [to him]. The benefit of this practice is that it makes the scribe a master of spontaneity (tasarruf),32 and when this practice mostly takes the place of pen practice, one's writing becomes non-reflective (bimaghz). If someone makes a habit of pen practice and avoids imaginative practice, he lacks spontaneity, and is like the reader who grasps the writing of others but himself cannot write. Spontaneity is not permitted in pen practice.33 32 Tasarruf in Persian, normally, in this kind of context, means "power, control; influence, art, cunning" (Steingass); but here I translate it as "spontaneity" to emphasize that it is a talent without external cause or deliberation, since it is "nonreflective (bi-maghz)," literally "without brain," in contrast with the intellectual discipline of pen practice. 33 Adab al-mashq, 265-68.
Through the discipline of total adherence to the models of tradition, and the spiritual influence of the great masters, the student moves towards the pinnacle of the calligraphic art. Here, the meditative contemplation of the divine beauty overflows into the intricate forms of ink on paper. Baba Shah ends his treatise abruptly after giving three more technical sections on cutting the pen, composition of letters, and the preparation of paper, so any conclusion about the inner aspect of calligraphy is now up to us to formulate. Baba Shah's whole intent in describing calligraphic concentration is to focus on the visual contemplation of God's beauty as conveyed by the intricate shapes of black letters on white paper, and the aesthetic basis for this contemplation appears to be closely bound up with Sufi mysticism. It is well known that Islamic calligraphy has been closely involved with the development of Sufism, and that many calligraphers were trained as disciples by Sufi masters.34 Baba Shah himself was known for his inclination toward mysticism, and it has even been suggested that he belonged to an esoteric order known as the Nuqtaviyya, a little-known group that was strongly influenced by letter-mysticism.35 With this background in mind, we can review some of the religious sources of Islamic calligraphy, and then recapitulate the main features of Baba Shah's treatise, in order to determine the points of impact of Sufism on his vision of the calligraphic art.
The religious aspect of Islamic calligraphy springs from the Qur'an, the word of God as expressed to Muhammad, which of necessity had a strongly visual component. The Qur'an itself frequently alludes to the pen and writing, generally in contexts that emphasize writing as a medium for conveying the divine message to humanity. The earliest Qur'ans exhibit large letters on parchment in the austere yet graceful Kufic style, so that the relatively small number of words on the page appear more like a visual icon than an ordinary book. which the beloved's face is directly transformed into letters on the page. Even in the training of the apprentice, contemplation of the master's letters leads directly to the spiritual world, as geometry did, according to Plato. Calligraphic practice, for those who have mastered its "imaginative" level, is the spontaneous result of non-reflective contemplation. This Sufi training in calligraphy unites the intellect with the heart in contemplating beauty. Where gnosis is tied to love, the very intelligibility of writing becomes passionate. For the calligrapher of the spirit, then, the world is a book, and the writing in that book, that is, the intelligibility that is inscribed upon matter, is the manifestation of the divine essence. To understand this writing is to know God, and knowing God is love's passionate recognition of the features of the beloved. Baba Shah described his exposure to nastacliq calligraphy as beginning with intellectual recognition, but culminating in a longing that overwhelmed him. "When my heart found out the news of the existence of that water of life, and its savor took root in my palate, it realized that it was overcome with thirst, and the cry of 'thirst, thirst!' reverberated in the chamber of my breast."44 Baba Shah Isfahani was by no means the first in the Islamic tradition to experience the rapture of calligraphic beauty, but he has given us one of its finest 
